2020-21
LAKOTA EAST HIGH SCHOOL
MEN’S GOLF PROGRAM

2017 & 2018, 2019 District Champions
2017 6th Place at State Championships
2018 State Runner-Up
2019 3rd place in State

HOME PRACTICE FACILITY – Four Bridges CC, Wetherington CC, ELKS, Heritage

TEAMS – Varsity Black; usually 5-7 players, Varsity Silver (hybrid Varsity/JV squad of usually 8-10 players)

TRAINING SESSIONS AND SCRIMMAGES – We do winter strength training at East 3 days a week (December thru March). We try to do a fall and spring GOLFWEEK JR Tour Trip in the offseason as well.

TRYOUT INFORMATION – Tryouts will be held August 1, 2 and 3 at area courses each year. Usually GMC site and Sectional/District site. Players are expected to play in spring and summer tourneys before tryouts. All summer tourney scores are tracked and players are expected to bring those scores to tryouts. Scores in the tourneys can help leading into tryouts but generally do not hurt your status or chances of making a squad.

PRACTICE TIMES – Practice times may vary throughout the season. A detailed calendar will be distributed to the team members upon completion of tryouts. We typically do not practice on Fridays and Coach Combs has individual practices available on demand at 4bcc golf academy on weekends.

STUDENT PRE-PARTICIPATION PHYSICAL FORMS – All physicals must be turned in to the coach, Athletic Trainer, or Athletic Department office prior to participation on August 1st. NO PHYSICAL = NO PARTICIPATION! All other forms are made available through the Final Forms system.

PARENT/STUDENT-ATHLETE MEETING – Meet the Team Night for East is TBD but GOLF will meet on August 3rd at 6:30 p.m. in the Lakota East High School gymnasium. It is MANDATORY that at least one parent and the student-athlete be in attendance.

SENIOR NIGHTS AND SPECIAL EVENTS - We usually have several OUT OF TOWN trips for Varsity A team but much of this will be TBA.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION you may contact head coach, Jeff Combs at: Jeffrey.combs@lakotaonline.com or at 513-543-6520